TABU

Коллекция Graffiti
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г. Москва,
пер. Спартаковский д. 2, строение 1, подъезд 4, офис №2
Телефон:

8 495 133-81-82 (МОСКВА И МО)
8 800 200-67-17 (ДЛЯ РЕГИОНОВ)

E-mail: info@wall-panels.ru

http://wall-panels.ru/

Центральный склад и офис Вудсток:
141446, Московская обл., Городской округ Химки, Подрезково, ул. Центральная, д.2/5
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Ширина: 150 мм
A decoration designed to suggest continuous combinations and overlapping of light beams, not always
clearly distinguishable, similar to a physical phenomenon that we can draw and calculate, but cannot
observe with the naked eye.

GRAFFITI / Rings
Ширина: 150 мм
A geometric composition designed to highlight the elegant interplay of circles in three tones, a powerful
and primeval symbol of everything, infinity and the whole.
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GRAFFITI / Rays

Ширина: 150 мм
Marquetry created using the visual merging of polygons, the octagon in particular. This composition is
reminiscent of ancient minted or hammered metal coins and takes its name from the current Chinese
currency.

GRAFFITI / Endless
Ширина: 150 мм
A panel designed with refined combinations of neverending tones; the use of veneers with threedimensional figure, such as a fiddleback, gives such a depth to the individual pieces that they stand out
from the sheet.
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GRAFFITI / Yuan

Ширина: 150 мм
A panel designed with refined combinations of neverending tones using veneers with a linear structure,
granting great fluidity to the individual pieces that they emerge from the sheet.

GRAFFITI / Galaxy
Ширина: 150 мм
A charming decor designed to represent a series of interconnecting galaxies, elongated and elliptical,
almost about to collide and merge harmoniously into one another, each containing clusters of stars,
systems, gas and dust bound together by the reciprocal forces of gravity.
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GRAFFITI / Endless

Ширина: 150 мм
This creation takes some camouflage patterns, with colors derived from the environment, such as the
classical tones of the Mediterranean woods or Nordic forests. The choice of Bird’s Eye veneers enhances
the natural veins in the wood. These panels can be installed in seamless continuation.

GRAFFITI / Camouflage
Ширина: 150 мм
This creation takes some camouflage patterns, with colors derived from the environment, such as the
classical tones of the Mediterranean woods or Nordic forests. The choice of a three-dimensional wood
species with a fiddleback enhances the natural veins in the wood. These panels can be installed in
seamless continuation.
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GRAFFITI / Camouflage

Ширина: 150 мм
A combination designed with tones upon tones of delicate combinations of inlayed pieces with soft lines
and curves, reminiscent of the frames of mirrors, and a fantastical game of image reflections that make
us lose the notion of the Self.

GRAFFITI / Euclid
Ширина: 150 мм
The basis of the here proposed decor is based on geometrical and linear combinations of triangles that
are reminiscent of an ancient mathematical theorist, close to the discovery of a new solution.
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GRAFFITI / Mirrors

Ширина: 150 мм
An inlay designed to combine the concept of communicating surfaces, as in a play of reflections made
possible by the crystal surfaces.

GRAFFITI / Flow
Ширина: 150 мм
A composition designed to evoke fluid boundaries between different physical dimensions, enhanced by
the threedimensional woods selected for this product.
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GRAFFITI / Crystal

Ширина: 150 мм
This stylish design, made of tones from a single wood species, reminds us of adjoining towers of wooden
blocks, precisely stacked and balanced.

GRAFFITI / Barcode
Ширина: 150 мм
The decor is thought to represent vertical and equal bands, alternatively jointed with its graphic elements
giving a sharp contrast that makes it most distinguished.
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GRAFFITI / Jenga

